Abstract-Perception-action (P-A) learning is an approach to cognitive system building that seeks to reduce the complexity associated with conventional environment-representation/ action-planning approaches. Instead, actions are directly mapped onto the perceptual transitions that they bring about, eliminating the need for intermediate representation and significantly reducing training requirements. We here set out a very general learning framework for cognitive systems in which online learning of the P-A mapping may be conducted within a symbolic processing context, so that complex contextual reasoning can influence the P-A mapping. In utilizing a variational calculus approach to define a suitable objective function, the P-A mapping can be treated as an online learning problem via gradient descent using partial derivatives. Our central theoretical result is to demonstrate top-down modulation of low-level perceptual confidences via the Jacobian of the higher levels of a subsumptive P-A hierarchy. Thus, the separation of the Jacobian as a multiplying factor between levels within the objective function naturally enables the integration of abstract symbolic manipulation in the form of fuzzy deductive logic into the P-A mapping learning. We experimentally demonstrate that the resulting framework achieves significantly better accuracy than using P-A learning without top-down modulation. We also demonstrate that it permits novel forms of context-dependent multilevel P-A mapping, applying the mechanism in the context of an intelligent driver assistance system.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Objective T HE OBJECT of this paper is to propose a novel approach to building multistage perception-action (P-A) systems. Layered systems have been state of the art since the early 1980s, e.g., in terms of the subsumption architecture [1] . However, where the latter was focused on finite-state machines, the alternative proposed here is that of a layered system with explicit P-A inputs and outputs at each stage of the system. The result is thus an embodied system that uses the "action-precedesperception paradigm" [2] . More recently, this concept has been extended to continuous learning employing exploration and adaptation [3] . In this paper, we describe these notions in terms of the concepts defined in [4] . Implicit in the above, our aim is to set out a general learning framework for cognitive systems in which online learning of the P-A mapping may be conducted within a symbolic processing (SP) context, so that complex contextual reasoning can influence the P-A mapping. In utilizing a variational calculus approach to define a suitable objective function, the P-A mapping can be treated as an online learning problem via gradient descent using the Euler-Lagrange equation. Our central theoretical result is to demonstrate top-down modulation of low-level perceptual confidences via the Jacobian of the higher levels of a subsumptive P-A hierarchy. Thus, the separation of the Jacobian as a multiplying factor between levels within the objective function naturally enables the integration of abstract symbolic manipulation in the form of fuzzy deductive logic into the P-A mapping learning. In terms of algorithmic process flow, the integrated system is as shown in Fig. 1 .
We experimentally demonstrate that the resulting framework achieves significantly better accuracy than using P-A learning without top-down modulation. It further permits novel forms of context-dependent multilevel P-A mapping and learning, which we illustrate qualitatively for two distinct experimental scenarios in the context of intelligent driver assistance systems:
1) logical closure of sparse/erroneous detector predication (i.e., the online formation of a maximally logically selfconsistent model of actions and perceptions); 2) adaptive appearance-label/semantic-logic association (via the online attachment of detector labels to their corresponding functional meaning).
The scenarios involve both top-down and bottom-up constraints on the learning system, illustrating the bidirectionality of the multilevel online P-A learning. The system as a whole can thus, in principle, perform several iterations of top-down and bottom-up adaptations to enact a "cognitive bootstrap" process (along the lines of [5] ), in which novel P-A hypotheses are constructed and projected into the environment for consistency testing.
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B. P-A Systems
We define our notion of perception and action, as well as other key terms, more formally as follows.
Percepts are virtual representations of observable physical system states. These states are called visible states in [4] .
Actions are changes of physical system states initiated by virtual states.
Virtual system states are states of the system, which do not have a physical realization-except for their physical implementation in terms of memory cells-e.g., variables. These states are hidden states, internal to the estimator in [4] . They may, very loosely, be considered "mental" states.
Physical system states are states of the system that have a physical realization, e.g., angles of a robotic arm.
State mappings are mappings taking percepts and virtual system states as input and delivering virtual system states and actions as output. These mappings are called inverse mappings in [4] .
A cognitive system is a system consisting of all previous items, where at least a part of the mappings is learnable and adaptable.
Note that percepts and actions are always with respect to system states, i.e., the interface between physical entities and virtual entities lies within the system. The system interacts with the world through its physical states, i.e., the interface to the world is realized by physical interaction of states, e.g., mechanical laws or transmission of light.
The underlying paradigm behind P-A learning is the "actionprecedes-perception learning" [2] , implying that perceptual states should not be presumed to exist in the absence of actions capable of distinguishing them (assuming an embodied agent). This typically has the benefit of reducing the size of a percept space by several orders of magnitude (particularly when dealing with vision-based systems). Action spaces, on the other hand, usually employ only a few degrees of freedom and have low intrinsic dimensionalities. The aim of a practical P-A system is thus to establish (preferably bijective) mappings from percepts to actions. For this purpose, both spaces need to be structured. This can be approached in supervised and unsupervised ways. In cognitive bootstrapping [6] , the system faces entirely unknown P-A mappings and establishes them by performing random actions, greedily labeling the corresponding percepts, and then generalizing the resulting perceptual domain so as to suggest novel action possibilities. (This latter aspect can be performed offline.) During the exploration phase, mappings are tested by performing actions.
In this paper, we are rather dealing with a supervised system, in which the actions are those of a car driver and the percepts are the (computer vision-based) detections of significant objects within the driver's field of view. Thus, we are, in effect, modeling the human P-A system used in driving, so as to produce a system ultimately capable of driver assistance (although beyond the scope of this paper).
C. SP Within P-A Learning Systems
The driving environment adds additional considerations into standard P-A learning, namely, those of high-level context and protocol-driven events. It also involves an explicit preexisting symbol domain (signs, traffic lights, etc). We must therefore address both the classical problem of symbol grounding [7] but also that of contextual association.
It is clear from the nature of the protocols governing road use that, to exploit context in the most generally flexible way, we must employ logical deduction. However, we are then faced with the problem of how to integrate stochastic information with logic, the classical problem of symbolic/subsymbolic integration [8] , [9] .
To date, the problem of optimal P-A mapping has thus not been considered in the context of a subsumption architecture that integrates logical processing for contextual reasoning. The aim of this paper is to demonstrate how fuzzy first-order resolution can be directly incorporated into variational calculus so as to optimize the P-A mapping of an embedded multilevel cognitive system. In doing so, we hope to incorporate a capacity for generalizing beyond the immediate context and thereby bring about faster overall convergence on the optimal P-A mapping. We therefore build a hybrid adaptive P-A learning system that, uniquely, employs top-down feedback for improving convergence and extending capabilities in a number of unique ways.
Moreover, in applying P-A learning in a first-order logical context, we go beyond the classical problem of symbolic and subsymbolic integration, extending it to that of symbol tethering [10] , [11] .
D. Details of the Application Domain
To demonstrate the application of the deductive P-A learning system, we apply it within the context of an instrumented vehicle that incorporates driver gaze tracking, a forward camera, control input measurements, and also light detection and ranging range finding (and also more driver-physiology-based inputs: skin resistivity, "a brake hover" camera, etc). The vehicle is thus equipped with a nonintrusive four-camera-eye tracking system that continuously records the driver's gaze direction. Three roof-mounted cameras with a 180
• field of view capture the environment and traffic dynamics; the driver's gaze direction can be overlaid onto the video from the roofmounted cameras. Cameras and proximity detectors in the foot well and relevant data on the controller area network bus can be recorded to further capture the driver's activities. Navigation is done with differential GPS and fiber optic gyroscope. This vehicle is utilized in both normal city driving contexts and a specialist test track with simulated pedestrians, cars, etc.
The forward camera feed is interpreted via a computer vision system incorporating a range of visual detectors. An idealized set of visual detectors (with associated bounding boxes for gaze location) is shown in Fig. 2 ; it consists of a perfect car, a lane sign, and light detectors. With such an idealized set of detectors, it is possible, in principle, to make an optimal deduction as to the likely outcome of any traffic situation (i.e., the detectors are completely informative with respect to the legal protocols of the driving situation).
However, in practice, due to the inherent limitations of instrumental detection, only a subset of these protocol-salient detections may be present at any given time.
The task of the autonomous cognitive system outlined in this paper when applied to the driving environment is thus to make predictions as to the driver behavior with respect to the external scene; these will then constitute the Jacobian with which the separate P-A modules are interfaced.
E. Use of Symbol Processing Within an Adaptive P-A Model of Driver Behavior
From an externalized perspective, the central mode of operation of the system is to infer driver's intentions with respect to a complete model of the external scene (as sparsely measured by the pattern-recognition-and computer-vision-based detectors).
Such a system might form the basis for cognitive driver assistance system, capable of issuing warnings.
For this, we need an a priori model of intentionality that may be applied to the objects of the road. We hence use the psychologically motivated extended control model (ECOM) model [12] as a basis for interfacing Highway-Code protocols with the P-A hierarchy.
The ECOM model, while originally developed as a conceptual P-A model, lends itself to clausal description in terms of key objects of observation. These clauses can be combined with Highway-Code protocols to form a logical rule base (i.e., a set of clauses) appropriate to a driver assistance system.
From an internal perspective, the aim of the system is thus to adaptively reconcile computer-vision/control/gaze inputs with the known behavioral protocols (i.e., in our experimental domain, the U.K. Highway Code and ECOM models). The problem is thus one of the combinations of abstract deduction with presymbolic input. In this way, we address the wider cognitive science issues of symbol grounding [7] and symbol tethering (according to Sloman's usage [11] ).
F. Structure of Paper
We first (Section II) give a modular outline of the proposed stacked P-A learning system and show generically how learning is propagated. In Section III, we indicate the requirement for symbolic reasoning to be incorporated into this structure. Section IV sets out the argument for fuzzy deductive logic as having the requisite methodological characteristics for incorporation into the stacked P-A learning system. In Section V, we show how online layer adaptation can be carried out in this framework using a Euler-Lagrange approach. We demonstrate, in particular, the multiplicative separability of feedback factors within the interlayer Jacobian. Section V concludes with a worked derivation using the example of a protocol-driven driver assistance system and demonstrates algorithmically how the multiplicative factor arises in practice.
We then, in Section VI-A, utilize this context to demonstrate quantitatively that feedback improves lower level learning in isolation. After demonstrating quantitative evidence of improved learning through a suitable multiplicative factor, we give, in Section VI-B, a demonstration of how this multiplicative factor arises in a real online scenario, enabling complex behavior such as adaptive symbol tethering. We conclude in Section VII with a summary of achievements.
II. LEARNING FRAMEWORK FOR MULTILAYERED P-A HIERARCHIES
The major theoretical undertaking of this paper is thus to present an approach to multilevel P-A learning, one which will perform optimal P-A mapping utilizing feedback/control from higher levels (the resulting method can be applied recursively for any number of levels). For this, we use a variational Euler-Lagrange-based approach for system integration.
The major novelty of the theoretical component of this paper is thus the integration of fuzzy logic (FL) theorem proving into such a variational approach to accommodate uncertainty of detector input (supplied as predicates). Our approach is thus one of symbolic/subsymbolic integration in which both levels are instances of the same structure. 
A. Multilayered P-A System: Terminological Definitions
It is thus possible to extend the learning-based P-A system structure suggested in [3] to several layers in order to form a subsumptive hierarchy. This extension is required as adaptation requires top-down control. (The presented ideas show large overlap with the structure presented in [13] with the main difference that the cited work only considers perception.) Some additional terminology is required to extend the notion of percepts and actions to higher levels; in particular, the terms control (a higher level action) and feedback (a higher level percept) are introduced. Percepts are virtual representations at level n of observable system states at level n − 1 if n > 0 or virtual representations of observable physical system states at level 0. Actions are changes of system states at level n − 1 initiated by virtual states at level n if n > 0 or physical system states initiated by virtual states at level 0. Feedback is the output of level n that is considered as percepts at level n + 1, and control is the input to level n that is considered as actions at level n + 1.
These concepts allow us to build a system with several layers of virtual states and mappings, as shown in Fig. 3 . Note that level 0 can be considered as an innate (engineered) level and n grows with time.
Note also the similarity to the original subsumption architecture [1] ; however, the latter uses finite-state machines.
It will generally be the case that, in forming a subsumptive hierarchy, we obtain progressively generalized percepts and progressively generalized actions. Taking this idea to its extreme, the highest level of the hierarchy should be capable of abstract symbol manipulation. The most general framework for such symbol manipulation applicable to general system scenarios would thus be first-order logical deduction.
B. Learning in Multilayered Systems
The considered system does not have distinct modes for learning and working. From the beginning, it has no capabilities except for level 0. This level can be considered as a (virtual representation of) physical state predictor. Whenever the prediction fails, a feedback is triggered to level 1, indicating a need for changing the control of level 0, i.e., requesting an action at level 1. In this way, level 1 is embedded in a percept-action cycle and acts as a predictor for level 0 states. This leads to bootstrapping of level 1, using the mechanisms described earlier. When the level 1 predictions start to work, bootstrapping of level 1 can be considered completed.
The feedback of level 1 (being sent to level 2) becomes stronger with time and eventually triggers a similar bootstrapping process at level 2. Meanwhile, level 1 still adapts, continuously trying to improve its predictions. By sending different control signals from level 2 to level 1, level 1 develops different modes of prediction, i.e., it starts to make different predictions based on the top-down control. If the feedback from level 0 (the percept of level 1) becomes stronger than a triggering threshold, level 1 will generate a new mode of prediction; thus, exploratory learning is applied as described earlier.
Repeating this procedure through more and more levels leads to a system with increasingly better capabilities w.r.t. solving a task of appropriate complexity. It is important to choose the complexity such that exactly one new level needs to be generated in each step; otherwise, learning might become slow or entirely break down, very similar to learning in humans.
We note here the similarity of what is being proposed to PAC modules [14] . "P" stands for percept, "A" stands for action, and "C" stands for control. By extending P-A learning with a top-down control, P-A functionalities go beyond homeostatic behavior. In a predictive coding or tracking approach to perception, P-A functionality is achieved by prediction [4] . Extending predictive coding by top-down control means to modulate prediction functionalities, or, as known in the tracking literature, to switch models [15] . In PACs, the feedback to the respectively higher module is part of the action output. However, the downward output from a PAC module (the action) might have a different time scale and representation as the upward output (feedback). Thus, we propose to extend PACs with an explicit feedback channel F, resulting in PACFs.
Similar to the PACs, the PACFs are related to the Neisser perceptual cycle [16] and can be interpreted as an abstract tracking process that is looping through the reflexive transitive closure of (state − system model − prediction − matches − observation − update). The matching of predictions and observations (percepts) defines the internal modeling error and drives adaptation and feedback. Small errors lead to adaptation, whereas large errors lead to feedback and exploration or bootstrapping at the next higher level. The proposed learning structure has been evaluated in a single-layer system using offline learning in [17] .
III. SYMBOL PROCESSING LAYER
In the system that we have outlined, the symbol processing layer will be the most abstract (i.e., topmost) level of the P-A hierarchy. Actions at this level cascade down the P-A hierarchy, acquiring more and more low-level context. To achieve maximal generality for abstract reasoning in practical domains, this level should therefore incorporate first-order logical deduction (i.e., reasoning with quantifiers and predicates), so that novel and hypothetical symbol combinations can be considered.
However, detections from the low-level detectors are typically passed to the symbol processing layer along with associated confidences (in some cases, these will be derived stochastically from validation data, and in some cases, this will be a more ad hoc certainties based on prior knowledge). The role of the feedback process from the symbol processing layer in this case is thus to reweight confidences in an appropriate manner. We must therefore perform first-order logical deduction in an uncertain environment.
In general, there are two distinct ways of dealing with stochastic uncertainty in logic: Markov logic networks (MLNs) [18] - [20] and FL [21] , [22] . MLNs deal with uncertain clauses (i.e., rules), and FL deals with uncertain predication. In many domains in which we might wish to deploy an artificial cognitive system, including our domain, we have relatively certain rules (the Highway Code, the ECOM model, and the laws of physics) in combination with uncertain detector predication (and often also nonstrictly stochastic detector confidences). These factors therefore suggest that we use declarative FL rather than MLNs for the topmost symbol processing layer in our P-A hierarchy.
Note that declarative FL allows much more general deductive reasoning than standard nonrecursive FL control applications, which are commonly encountered in control theory (see, e.g., [23] and [24] ). We require a system capable of querying of hypotheticals and theorem proving in order to fully explore the influence of context.
IV. DECLARATIVE FL PROGRAMMING

A. Fuzzy Theorem Proving
FL is the logic applicable to fuzzy sets, i.e., sets for which there are degrees of membership. This is usually formulated in terms of a membership function valued in the real unit interval [0, 1]. Various FLs are possible within this framework; membership functions (and therefore truth values) can be single values, intervals, or even sets of intervals within the unit interval [0, 1]. While not strictly stochastic, FL programming is well suited to the implementation of methodologies relating to reasoning with uncertainty [25] .
The propagation of truth values through logic rules is carried by means of operators. This subsumes conjunctive operators (triangular norms (T-norms): min, product, etc.) and disjunctive operators (triangular conorms (T-conorms): max, sum, etc.) as well as hybrid operators (combinations of the previous operators) [26] . In particular, the T-norm is generally a continuous function, 1 T-norms can be continuous or discontinuous. For each discontinuity point in a discontinuous T-norm function, either the left or right limit can be selected as the value of the point (since T-norms have implicit monotonicity). More common in the literature, however, are the left-continuous T-norms, e.g., [28] and [29] . Contrarily, the drastic T-norm, the pointwise smallest Archimedian T-norm [30] , is an example of a right-continuous T-norm. In the following, we use the product T-norm as the generic aggregator (logical connective) operator for the CIAO Prolog-based SP module (which is implicitly continuous); discontinuous T-norms fall outside the scope of this paper.
The implication operator can consequently be constructed as a residuum of the T-norm. Thus, there is a unique binary operation ⇒ on [0, 1] such that
FL thus allows for the representation of clauses as the implication of a head predicate with respect to a conjunct of body literals. Modus ponens arguments can thus be formalized within FL; however, the rule of resolution is not strictly axiomatizable in multivalued logic without either additional structure to the truth values or else limitations on the permissible depth of resolution.
This ability to represent clauses in uncertain environments has led to the widespread use of FL within control applications [31] , [32] . However, perhaps because of the aforementioned issues, what is generally not considered in such applications is declarative FL, such that arbitrary queries can be addressed to the logic system. This sort of flexibility, however, is precisely what is required in a domain such as cognitive driver assistance, where generalized rules may lead to highly complex contextdependent conditionalities. Neither compositional fuzzy reasoning nor fuzzy rule interpolation [33] allows for resolution theorem proving, i.e., first-order logical deduction with instantiation, such as is required to deduce possible outcomes of particular traffic configurations (such approaches do not perform "symbolic manipulation" in any cognitive sense).
In the following, we implement our rule system within Ciao Prolog [26] , which extends standard International Organization for Standardization Prolog by incorporating constraint logic programming CLP(R) [34] to accommodate fuzzy-valued logic. (A number of other approaches to declarative querying with FL are possible, but generally, these modify the resolution process in fundamental ways, making them potentially more difficult to debug for large rule bases.)
In implementing full first-order logical resolution via CLP(R) in Ciao Prolog, we thus differentiate our method from compositional fuzzy reasoning, where fuzzy inference takes place by assigning membership values to output variables with predefined rules and membership functions, thereby permitting "proof by refutation" (recursive querying of clauses and instantiation of variables with new values using aggregator operators). Such aggregation schemes subsume conjunction (e.g., via T-norms) as well as disjunction (via, e.g., t-conorms) in a way that naturally also leads to truth values that constitute a union over interval subsets of [0, 1] .
The truth values of a predicate in Ciao Fuzzy Prolog are thus elements of a Borel Algebra over the interval [0, 1] 
is defined as follows [26] :
Extending this, given an interval aggregation F :
is defined over the union of intervals as follows [26] :
Borel sets thus arise naturally from interval aggregation. Importantly, this Borel set approach to FL permits ambiguity in the allocation of fuzzy values without necessitating a higher order concept of fuzziness. Thus, what would otherwise have to be treated via modification of the resolution procedure to accommodate multiple alternatives (i.e., if using a standard single-valued FL implementation) can instead be accommodated within a single act of fuzzy resolution. It is this that allows FL to be directly grafted onto the structures of Prolog.
However, we shall implement a constrained form of CLP(R) in which clausal conjunction is formed via the product T-norm of atomic predicates, with the T-norm operation max, being applied to the predicates individually. This has the effect of "de-Borelizing" the detector predication while retaining the multiplicity of truth values associated with head predicates in the clauses. Borel set truth values thus only occur as a result of the resolution procedure but do not arise within clauses themselves. This prevents the upper bound of the truth value from dominating as resolution progresses. Only at the end of deductive resolution is this resolution-based multiplicity resolved (via the max T-norm). The output is then a single interval truth value for each predicate. In this way, we obtain a singular world model in which fuzzy values function like predicate confidences.
B. Fuzzy Prolog Syntax
Given that A is an atom, then a fuzzy fact can be represented as A ← υ, whereas υ is a truth value, an element in B ([0, 1] In operational terms, at any given time, the state of the FL system is described via the tuple A, σ, S [26] , where A is the goal/query, σ is a substitution/instantiation of variables, and S is a "constraint store" holding truth values of the query at that state.
A single iteration of the resolution algorithm thus executes the transition
A, σ, S −→ A , σ , S .
Two types of transition, in particular, are possible in attempting to solve query A:
1) the application of facts
where q ← υ is a fact of the program P , r is a component of the goal A, θ is the most general unifier of q and r, and μ r is the truth variable for r. 2) the application of rules
where q ← F B is a rule of the program P , θ is the "most general unifier" of q and r, c is the constraint that defines a truth value obtained via the application of the aggregator F to the truth variables of B (if none of the above are applicable then the transition fails). Resolution comprises a sequence of transitions, initialized with A as the query and σ = ∅ and S set to true; transitions halt when A is empty: σ and S represent the final result.
Semantic meaning within the aforementioned system is related to the least model of a program, the concept of "least" being defined under set inclusion with regard to subsets of the Herbrand base and under lattice inclusion with respect to fuzzy values within the Borel set B ([0, 1]) . Thus, following [26] , we define semantic meaning as follows. First, suppose that T P is a one-step logical consequence operator (as defined earlier) for the fuzzy program P that acts on the model I such that T P (I) = I with I = B I , V I , where we have that B I = {B ∈ B P } and V I (B) = {υ ∈ B([0, 1])} [i.e., B I is a subset of the Herbrand base and V I is a corresponding allocation of truth values (with zeros, otherwise, under the default closed world assumption)].
The meaning of a fuzzy program P is then its least fixed point, lf p(T P ) = I, (T P (I) = I), with respect to the allocation of fuzzy values to predicates from its Herbrand base, where I is considered an interpretation. We thus equate the notion of a least model I with stability under the operation of resolution, such that all facts within I are consistent with each other, being thus either axiomatic or provable from axioms. This notion will become important later when we subsume fuzzy Prolog within a hierarchical Euler-Lagrange framework, for which I will constitute a set of internal or virtual system state representing the logical completion of the sparse fuzzy input "perceptual" input p (i.e., we query over all atoms relating to possible perceptual input, such that the complete set of instantiated variables and associated truth values in the program P thus constitute the world model). The least model is thus the optimally self-consistent world model on the basis of an Occam's-razor-like closed world assumption. This means that a self-consistent world model incorporating the sparse perceptual facts and Highway-Code/ECOM rules can be created via exhaustive querying of the input predicates.
In the following, we shall set out to show how the least fixedpoint I (constituting the logic-level virtual road model V log t existing at time t in our application domain) may be related, in an online fashion, to the logic-level virtual system state r log t used in the second level of the PACF.
V. EULER-LAGRANGE SYMBOLIC/SUBSYMBOLIC P-A INTERFACE
A. Adaptation of a Layer
Let us define the following terms: p t is the percept at time t (I in [4] ), r t is the internal state at time t, a t is the action at time t, c t is the control at time t, f t is the feedback at time t, andp t is the expected percept at time t. Furthermore, we define two mappings u and v. The mapping v is the internal state update
where ρ is the prediction error function, which typically saturates for large arguments. The internal state is thus updated depending on the top-down control, the internal state, and the prediction error. Usually, a small prediction error will lead to a small update (r t+1 ≈ r t ); if not, the control signal requests a change. The mapping u is the prediction generatioñ
which produces an expected percept depending on the internal state. Thus, the internal state models the process generating incoming percepts: the sensor inputs (on the lowest level) or the output from the lower level PACFs. A subset of the prediction is fed back down as a control signal to the next lower level and might influence the processing of the lower levels (adaptive processing). A subset of the internal state is sent up as a feedback signal, representing an abstraction of the incoming information.
The feedback as part of r(t) influences the state vector r t+1 and leads to internal adaptation through (7). Furthermore, it might lead to changes in the control signal for a future time step (c t+t c ). Actions might lead to new percepts with unknown delay p t+t p . A scheme for two interacting PACFs for grounding and logic processing is shown in Fig. 4 .
The goal of each layer is to achieve a low prediction error ρ(p t − p t ) and at the same time to update the internal state as little as possible. The first criterion is obvious: If the prediction error is low, the system provides good predictions of percepts caused by its actions, i.e., the system shows a high degree of flexibility to model percept-action loops. The second point might be less obvious but has partly been discussed in [4] and can be further motivated by minimizing efforts to change the system and by implicitly requiring the control to be smooth.
One implication of the action-precedes-perception paradigm is that actions are continuous for consistent trajectories through percept space. However, percept space is discontinuous, and therefore, it is easier to measure the consistency of percept sequences by continuity of actions. Therefore, we consider fewer changes of the control signals as an indicator for correct Fig. 4 . State diagram of two interacting PACFs grounding module (GM) and SP with the internal states r and r log and the percepts p = detections and p log = f (the feedback from GM). The predictions arep = predictions andp log . Furthermore, the SP controls through a log = c the GM, but there is no action a of the GM. Also, there is no control of the SP c log . The feedback of SP is f log = symbolic output. Finally, z −1 denotes a unit time delay.
feedback. This corresponds to the generalization capability of the layer under consideration.
B. Implementation of Learning
One possibility to formulate the learning problem that we face is in terms of an objective function that is to be minimized. Obviously, we would like to have a good prediction independently of what the control c t and the percept p t are (fidelity). Furthermore, small changes in the percepts should result in small changes of the internal state r. These requirements result in
where Ψ is some error norm applied to the gradient of r, e.g., the L1-norm (which will basically count the occurrences of changes of r). This term acts as a regularization term that punishes too frequent changes of the internal state (essentially, a "laziness" term). The term with ρ is the prediction error function, already in the previous section.
In order to optimize this equation, we substitute in (7) and (8)
+ ρ (u(r t ) − p t ) dc t dp t . (10) Thus, the objective function is expressed in terms of the current internal state, percept, and control.
The control signal c t is obtained from the SP (logic) layer as a function of the previous state r t−1 (cf., Fig. 4 ): c t = L(r t−1 ) with the Jacobian J(r t−1 ) = ∂c t /∂r t−1 . Obviously, the partial derivatives w.r.t. the components in r t−1 that are not part of the feedback f t−1 vanish, and the Jacobian describes the input-output (feedback f /control c) behavior of the logic layer as a black box. The Jacobian becomes a factor in the integrand of the objective function by substituting c t , and by replacingṽ(
The advantage of this new formulation is that we can minimize the objective function without explicitly evaluating the logic layer: It is sufficient to know the Jacobian.
The objective function is solved with the standard approach of steepest descent on the Euler-Lagrange equations (where we omit the argument ofṽ)
In order to get the equations for v instead ofṽ, we substitute v back. Note thatṽ p = −v ρ ρ . The first equation performs a descent of the two terms of the objective function, i.e., it reduces simultaneously the number of state changes and the prediction error, weighted by the Jacobian. Thus, the Jacobian steers the relevance of the error to the state change. The second equation avoids highly curved update functions and thus stabilizes the result by enforcing a local linearization of the update function. Thus, the first term in (12) and the term in (13) have a smoothing effect on v and u, whereas the second term in (13) improves fidelity.
As indicated earlier, we obtain the mappings u and v by gradient descent
for some suitable step lengths α and β which might also vary with time. Again, terminology is adapted to [4] . If we use a linear model for u giving u(r t ) = u r r t , the two updates contain (18) and (19) in [4] as special cases.
Looking at the Euler-Lagrange equations (12) and (13) in more detail, we see that the Jacobian of the next higher level directly influences the updates of the mappings u and v: It might suppress or amplify updates depending on the relevance for further processing. Updates are in effect logically weighted. The system so constructed is thus capable of iterative top-down/bottom-up adaptive learning. This is crucial to the symbolic/subsymbolic integration proposed in this paper; the multiplicative separability of the Jacobian within the Euler-Lagrange equations implies that we can treat the logic level as a "black box" that modulates learning on the lower level; we do not therefore need to explicitly combine fuzzy and stochastic algorithms or give a composite closed-form solution. Instead, we can simply consider only the Jacobian interface. To do this, we shall functionalize the relevant logical components of the declarative reasoning module as follows. This will later enable us to adapt the process for online learning.
C. Implementing Fuzzy Theorem Proving With a PACF
In the following, we assume that we have generated a leastfixed-point logical interpretation at time t, i.e., V log t . We now wish to relate this to a logic-level virtual system state r log t used in the PACF.
Thus, V log t = lf p(T P t ) where the logic program P t is given here as a tuple separating facts and clauses, i.e., P t = ∧ t {Is_past(t − t ) ∧ p t−t }, R (such that R is the clause set embodying the Highway-Code and ECOM rules in our application domain). The symbol "∧ t " indicates the union via conjunction over all t (t > 0): Is_past is true when its arguments are negative. P is thus an amalgam of the historical perceptual observations and the known a priori rules. The program P t is thus regenerated with each temporal iteration t = t + 1 (far more complex approaches to temporal logic in the context of uncertainty are possible, cf., e.g., [36] ; however, the current approach is sufficient for our purposes). Note that we write p t as a shorthand for p t , υ ← p t , i.e., we always consider the atomic percepts p t along with their variables' fuzzy membership allocations.
We may equate r log t with P t via reasoning as follows. A fact g may be amalgamated with a program P that already embodies the facts F and rules R so as to create a new program P via the relation P = g ∧ P = g ∧ F, R . The logic-level PACF prediction generationp t+1 = u log (r log t , p t ) can thus be modeled on the logic layer by updating P t so as to include the current perceptual observations p t , i.e., P t = Is_current(t) ∧ p t ∧ P t .
A query υ ← p t+1 ? directed at the program P t determines the predicted future perceptual statep t+1 . We denote this P t {p t+1 = υ ← p t+1 ?}. Hence, the function u log is defined
Actions a are passed back to the lower PACF in the form of modified confidences on p t derived from the extrapolation of the globally consistent model, i.e., a =p t .
There is no control specified on the topmost logic layer (if this were to exist, it would perhaps function as a clause update or rule induction procedure). Thus, we can write for the state updater r log t = v log (r log t−1 ). This is thus the temporal update function that performs the update equation r log t = p t ∧ Is_past(p t ) ∧ r log t−1 implicit in the above. u log and v log thus perform the same functions on the logic level as they do on the lower level; they perform the internal state updating and prediction generation in a manner that both minimize the prediction error (i.e., we accumulate temporal context until the least fixed point T P (I) = I forms a sufficiently consistent world model such that new perceptual input that obeyed the domain code rules does not contradict the fuzzy constraints on the model); they also minimize the internal state updates (i.e., once sufficient temporal context is accumulated, the model only changes in terms of the temporal updating of states, all remaining predication constituting a self-consistent fixed-point T P (I) = I). 2 The Jacobian "interface" can thus now be formally written as ∂p/∂a ≡ ∂c/∂f . However, because of the multiplicative separability of the Jacobian, and corresponding modulation of the Euler-Lagrange minimization via the declarative fuzzy querying, we are free to treat the logic in its native fuzzyresolution-based form, without having to derive a closed-form solution for this process. That is, we can maintain the online gradient descent, allowing the logic system to make whatever discrete changes to the update step sizes that accumulated context compels it to do.
D. Influence of the Logic Level on the Jacobian: A Worked Example
A motivating environment for our work is the area of cognitive driver assistance systems. In this environment, we have a protocol-driven domain described by a priori rules (i.e., the Highway Code). The theoretical process discussed earlier can thus be intuitively related to this practical domain by considering the following (very simplified) example.
Consider the following detector predicates describing key aspects of the current and immediately preceding road configuration:
Here, obj indicates object, vel indicates velocity, and pos indicates car-relative road position. Thus, the predicate instantiation obj_pos_lef t_road(car_1, current) refers to a vehicle with label car_1 currently on the left-hand side of the driver's current road. Similarly, obj_pos_road(car_1, past) implies 2 Note that p is sparse with respect to V log as a whole, as well as being limited to a single temporal slice, and so, we would not expect much change in r log (the "global" perceptual picture) unless p is a critical predicate (assuming that p is globally consistent). Thus, in general, to a first order of approximation, r log is modified only in terms of the fuzzy truth values referring to p. However, for the cases with only a few predicates, the change in r log is disproportionately large due to the lack of constraint on V log . that car_1 occupied either side of the road in the preceding interval, since the driver's car entered the junction (i.e., it has not only just, in the current interval, entered the driver's road). vel_lef tward(car_1, current) implies that car_1 has a velocity component to the left of the current road.
Suppose that we also have the following clause determining the driver's (ECOM) intention:
obj_pos_road(X, past), vel_lef tward(X, current))
where X varies over car objects.
Single discrete confidence values define the truth values for each fuzzy predicate (i.e., feature input)-although recall that these are particular instances of a Borel set, rather than standard fuzzy membership values. We apply the simple product T-norm in this case, T prod (x, y) = x · y (i.e., an ordinary product of two real numbers) (Fig. 5) . The product T-norm is a strict Archimedean T-norm semantically used for strong conjunction in FLs.
We are thus provided with three temporal facts 
The first transition in the computation [see (6) ] would be (for initially null ξ),
The goal is unified with the clause, and the constraint corresponding to product T-norm is added. The next transition leads to the state
After obj_pos_lef t_road(X, current) is unified with obj_pos_lef t_road(car_1, current) and the constraint defining the truth value of the fact is added, the computation follows toward the next iteration
The computation ends with the following iteration: i.e., [x1, x1], [x2, x2], and [x3, x3], respectively, the truth value for the driver intention can be summarized into the following general formula:
where μ intention ∈ [0, 1]. 
The Jacobian interfacing of the fuzzy-logic resolution module is similarly applicable in any deductive scenario. We have thus integrated explicit SP with the stochastic lower level P-A learning in the context of a variational Euler-Lagrange framework and demonstrated that this mapping can be applied in an online context. Crucially, the error of the in situ P-A mapping exhibits convergent behavior, both for the single layer and also for the two-layer system, provided that the SP in the latter provides appropriate priors.
Having thus successfully interfaced the symbolic and subsymbolic levels of the PACF system, we hence turn now to an experimental evaluation of the capabilities of the system equipped with this top-down/bottom-up learning capability.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL APPLICATIONS
We have thus proposed a two-layer PACF module in which online learning of top-down symbolic association becomes possible within a deductive logic context. In the following, we demonstrate the capability of the composite system within the context of the ECOM model of driver intentionality specified in the Introduction. We thus consider two experimental domains consisting of three scenarios, one quantitative and two qualitative to illustrate these capabilities. Experimental domain 1 is quantitative and seeks to isolate the performance of the two-layer black-box feedback loop. Experimental domain 2 is qualitative and demonstrates the novel capabilities enabled by online deductive resolution in a P-A mapping context. In particular, we demonstrate that the FL system is able to update predicates and their confidences in an appropriate fashion when two changing online scenarios are considered.
A. Experiment on Learning With Interlayer Feedback
In Section V, we indicated how learning could be embedded at each level into the layered structure of the overall system, exploiting interlayer feedback and control during training. The rationale for this approach may be compactly stated in the hypothesis that learning with interlayer feedback results in improved performance of the trained layer and thus the overall system.
The key result of Section V was thus the characterization of the interlayer feedback via an appealingly simple modification of single-layer learning in terms of a multiplicative factor [see (12) and (13)]. This feedback factor allows us to verify the aforementioned hypothesis in isolation, i.e., without using a particular implementation of the next higher level. Instead, we can assume a certain behavior of that level, choose a suitable learning algorithm for the layer under consideration, and compare the learning performance with and without feedback.
More concretely, we choose the tracking aspect of lowest layer of the driver assistance system for this experiment (also present in the ECOM model given in the Introduction), for which an online version of the method proposed in [37] is used to train the system model of the objects under consideration. At each time step, the method produces a prediction of the object position. The difference between the object position in the current view p t and from the prediction u(r t ) is used to update the system model. The feedback factor is introduced by weighting this error. The experiment itself then consists of comparing the accuracy of the tracker with and without the feedback factor.
In typical circumstances, the second layer in our hierarchy is expected to control the feedback factor in the following way: If the symbolic layer deduces that the current situation is unknown to the system, the tracker would be expected to work poorly, initially, but with the subsequent (re)learning happening rapidly. On the other hand, if the current situation is known from before, the tracker is supposed to be accurate, and discrepancies between tracker prediction and observation are more likely to have originated from detection failures than in the case of an untrained tracker.
Assuming a fixed detection failure rate and an asymptotic convergence of the tracking quality toward optimal performance in the latter case of a novel learning scenario, a suitable model for a well-behaved feedback factor is the decaying sequence
where a and b are parametric constants. J min is thus the feedback factor appropriate to the underlying fixed detection failure rate.
In order to perform a quantitative evaluation, we generated synthetic data which are as close to the sequences of traffic sign detections in the driver assistance scenario as possible. We assume a camera on a moving platform that faces ahead. The platform is moving forward with a velocity within some range, and the front wheels are allowed to steer within a set angular range. Three-dimensional positions are randomly placed in a plane above the ground plane. These 3-D positions are then projected into a pinhole camera model. The resulting 2-D points are then distorted by noise and outliers. We thus simulate the situation in which online P-A mapping at the higher level of the P-A hierarchy performs the function of weighting the error on the mapping of control input (i.e., steering) to relative object velocities, with the higher level anticipating increasing accuracy of the steering/position relation over time. Two examples of such sequences are shown in Fig. 6 . The tracking performance is then evaluated against the ground truth.
The results of more than 40 runs of our experiments can be summarized as follows: The median error without any feedback is at about 4% of the image width (the images in Fig. 6 are 500 pixels wide). Introducing a constant feedback factor results in the best case (J = 0.5) in a relative accuracy improvement of 3%. If using (17) with J max = 1, J min = 0.2, b = 1, and a = 2 this results in an overall relative accuracy improvement of 10%. This improvement varies very little through the different datasets and minor modifications of parameter.
In order to compare with a standard alternative method, we have also implemented a multiple hypothesis tracking with winner-takes-all association of detections. Points in a frame are always associated to the spatially closest point in the previous frame. Since the motion model is assumed to be unknown, all motion is modeled as noise. Under these assumptions, results are obtained that are significantly better than the noise level but not significantly better than using a constant feedback factor: Accuracy is about 3.5% better than our baseline method without any feedback.
Hence, we conclude that our hypothesis holds and that a suitable top-down feedback improves learning performance significantly. It now remains to demonstrate that higher level symbol processing can indeed provide an appropriate contextual model for providing feedback.
B. In Situ SP Module Scenarios
A body of fuzzy clauses is constituted along the lines indicated in Section IV to describe the environment of a driver-assistance system implementing the ECOM model in the Introduction. The outcome of fuzzy deductive resolution is thus a set of detector predicate reweightings, for which the fuzzy confidences are a measure of the top-down certainty of the detection when the full (spatial/temporal) context is taken into account.
A visual illustration of the maximally self-consistent world model deduced by the logic system is shown in Fig. 7 . This consists in a top-down view of the road junction, with all of the visualizable learned associations and detector predication included as icons. Fuzzy confidences are indicated via alpha blending, so that opacity is proportional to confidence (this applies to all entities: road topology, cars, signs, etc).
Higher level junction traversing ECOM intentions are indicated as red arrows; velocities are depicted as yellow arrows. Where an entity (e.g., a sign) is of unknown type, then, the entity is depicted via a question mark icon.
In giving a qualitative illustration of how higher level symbol processing provides an appropriate contextual model for generating feedback over the Jacobian, we look, in particular, at two scenarios capable of illustrating the possibilities enabled by top-down/bottom-up learning: 1) the logical completion (filling in) of sparse detector predication, i.e., the supplying of object confidences even in the absence of detections (and detector predication); 2) adaptive appearance-label/semantic logic association: in particular, the online attaching of detector output labels to their functional meanings within the logic system. The latter scenario is a top-down process intended to exemplify Sloman's notion of symbol tethering [11] , wherein an extensible logic system can build on a partially grounded set of symbols in order to derive a fully grounded symbol set. Thus, ultimately, the system would be able to acquire, e.g., novel sign types, by taking novel perceptual clusters identified by the computer vision system and attaching the appropriate functional semantic label to them from the a priori HighwayCode rules.
We look at these scenarios in sequence. 
1) Scenario 1-Logical Completion of Sparse Detector Predication:
This scenario represents the default mode of the logic system in the application context, where it attempts to form a stabilized model r log from the sparse low-level inputs (recall that real input data constitute only a small fraction of the total set of idealized Highway-Code-relevant detectors). Fig. 8 shows the logic system's accuracy of predicted ECOM intention over time for the most complex junction traverse scenario (i.e., a left turn)-the symbolic output for which is shown in Fig. 7 . In particular, this scenario implicates sign, road, and car detectors, as well as gaze and steering input in order to deduce a left-turn intention (note that turn indicators are blanked out in this scenario, in order to render the deduction nontrivial).
We additionally represent the situation of unstable control inputs by randomly blanking the steering angle control input with a probability of 50% for each frame (i.e., steering angle is multiplied with a binary 0 or 1, taken from a uniform random distribution). Both plots in Fig. 8 indicate that accuracy increases with time as more temporal context is accrued, consistent with our online learning paradigm. As may also be seen, very little accuracy is lost using the noisy data set; the stabilized model r log is largely impervious to absences of input predication provided that sufficient deductive context can be obtained from elsewhere.
2) Scenario 2-Context-Based Semantic Association of Appearance Labels: In the ECOM/Highway-Code-based logic system, any specific sign detector will instantiate the predicate sign, e.g., sign(stop_sign).
However, in the following illustration of the system's capabilities, we alter the sign detectors so as to instantiate the predicate sign with some unknown, but distinct label, thereby retaining the sign-detection predication associated with sign detection but depriving the system of any knowledge of sign type, i.e., we assert sign(X_i) on detecting any particular sign i.
We thus simulate the situation in which a generic sign detector has identified some novel class of sign on the basis of its distinct appearance (i.e., it occurs in a distinct perceptual cluster to the other signs), but which is of unknown type. However, the sign type is certain to appear in the Highway Code, as contained within the logic system. The goal is then to perform the online attachment of the sign detector output labels to their functional meanings within the logic system, i.e., carry out semantic attachment.
We therefore have to associate the driving context (i.e., the behavior of the driver and the other cars with respect to the world model) with a specific a priori sign type. As an additional complicating factor in the following, the specific traffic light states that red light and green light also have their semantic associations removed (i.e., so that a predicate light(L_i) is asserted instead of light(Green) or light(Red) when a light is detected. In the two examples illustrated (Figs. 9 and 10) , we express the confidence of symbol attachment in terms of a fuzzy variable plotted over time as a driving sequence (which included several junction traverses) progresses.
In the first example (Fig. 9) , we see the progressive confidence in the association of a specific label (Class ID: 4) with green traffic light. Note, in particular, the increasing confidence with t as data accrue.
In the second example (Fig. 10) , an initially wrong association of a label (Class ID: 0) is made with the semantic class give-way sign, whereas, in fact, it is a stop sign. We see that the confidence "flips" to the correct association stop sign when former association becomes untenable after sufficient accrual of contextual data from the other detectors (All other things being equal, give-way signs and stop signs are only functionally distinguishable from each other in relation to the behavior of the driver's car with respect to other vehicles traversing the junction).
Predicate confidences are thus adaptively modified online by the deductive FL system on the basis of the overall spatial/ temporal context implied by the other (past and present) detector predicate confidences. Moreover, the feedback supplied by the SP module is consistent with the feedback model assumed by the previous quantitative experiment. By isolating the two levels, we have thus demonstrated that the multiplicative weighting supplied by the SP module across the Jacobian interface is capable of improving the learning convergence rate in accordance with the theoretical predication in Section V.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have set out a very general learning framework for online learning in cognitive systems, in which P-A mapping is carried out within an SP context, thereby enabling complex top-down contextual reasoning to influence the accumulation of low-level competencies. This was achieved by implementing the multilayer PACF within a Euler-Lagrange framework and demonstrated that such a system can incorporate first-order logical theorem proving via a Jacobian interface between levels of the subsumptive P-A hierarchy. Critically, the multiplicative separability of the Jacobian depends on the use of a fuzzy variant of first-order logical theorem proving.
It was demonstrated experimentally in the context of an intelligent driver assistance system that the resulting framework achieves significantly greater performance than P-A learning alone, as well as permitting novel forms of context-dependent P-A mapping. We have thus achieved online integration of symbolic and subsymbolic processing in combined P-A learning. In practical applications, this composite system may be employed to address the classical issues of entity resolution and semantic/appearance-label association, where there exist strong deductive contextual constraints. We also note that domain rules need not be specified a priori; fuzzy rule discovery is also possible [38] . It can thus be employed in open-ended domains, where no a priori knowledge of the domain rules is available, requiring the use of rule induction to link perceptions to actions (which could proceed along the lines of [39] ).
Our method can be thus applied in almost any domain of embodied autonomous cognition for P-A learning (this includes a wide class of problems, including, e.g., simultaneous localization and mapping robotics). It can also be used to model human intentional activity in protocol-driven environments. We finally note that the presence of a deductive component within a system that naturally grounds symbols within a P-A hierarchy means that the current system fulfils Sloman's criterion of a symbol tethering system [11] .
